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Abstract. Various feature selection and classification schemes were proposed to improve
efficiency of speech emotion classification and recognition. In this paper we propose multi-level
organization of classification process and features. The main idea is to perform classification of
speech emotions in step-by-step manner using different feature subsets for every step. We applied
the maximal efficiency feature selection criterion for composition of feature subsets in different
classification levels. The proposed multi-level organization of classification and features was
tested experimentally in two emotions, three emotions, and four emotions recognition tasks and
was compared with conventional feature combination techniques. Using the maximal efficiency
feature selection criterion 2nd and 16th order multi-level feature sets were composed for three and
four emotions recognition tasks respectively. Experimental results show the superiority of
proposed multi-level classification scheme by 6,3–25,6 % against straightforward classification
and conventional feature combination schemes.
Keywords: speech emotion recognition, features, feature selection, classification.

1. Introduction
The main aim of speech emotion recognition task is to identify the emotion state of the
speaking person analyzing his speech. Speech emotion recognition emerged as separate
area of research in the 9th decade of the last century. Despite the intensive research there
is no definitive solution giving accurate and reliable speech emotion identification. Still,
the accuracy is not very high, no efficient methods have been proposed for acoustical
analysis of the speech signal and classification of the emotional features. Accurate and
reliable speech emotion recognition would find its application in criminalistics, call
centers, robotics, and enhancement of human-computer interaction (Dellaert et al., 1996;
Casale and Russo, 2007; Xiao et al., 2009).
Speech emotion recognition task is a typical classification task. In general, the
recognition process can be separated into three stages: acoustical signal analysis, training
of classifier and classification based decision process. During the speech signal analysis
stage the emotional features of the speech are extracted. Hundreds of various acoustical
features are proposed for evaluation speech emotion. Often this variety gives sets of a
few thousands features. Unfortunately, high order features cannot guarantee efficient
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speech emotion recognition. Thus, efficient speech emotion recognition requires some
more decisions regarding feature extraction, training and classification processes.
In this paper a novel multi-stage classification of speech emotions using multi-level
features is proposed. The idea of the multi-level features is to use separate particular
emotion groups and classify them into particular emotions using their specific feature
sets. This allows us to reduce the feature sets and to improve recognition rate of speech
emotions.

2. Speech emotion features
There is no general consensus in selection of feature set for speech emotion recognition
(Origlia et al., 2010). The researchers use wide variety of features expecting to improve
efficiency of the recognition process.
The most popular and frequently used speech emotion features can be grouped into
prosodic and spectral features (Rong et al., 2009; Koolagudi et al., 2010). Prosodic
features are obtained from pitch frequency, formant frequency values, vocal intensity,
energy, pauses, speech duration and rate, voice quality characteristics (Koolagudi et al.,
2012; Koolagudi and Rao, 2012). Spectral features are based on short-time signal
spectrum properties like linear prediction coefficients, one-sided autocorrelation linear
prediction, mel scale cepstral coefficients (Ayadi et al., 2011; Koolagudi and Rao, 2012).
The extracted features are supplemented with derivative statistics. Statistical data of
prosodic and spectral feature values such as average, median, standard deviation,
dispersion, minimum and maximum values, quantiles and other are used very often as
extension of extracted feature sets. Epoch (instant of glottal closure) parameters like
strength of epoch, instantaneous frequency, sharpness of epoch, epoch slope strength are
also used together with statistical data for speech emotion recognition (Koolagudi et al.,
2010). Besides, voice quality features such as excitation signal properties, articulation
method, and voice timbre are used also as emotional features of speech (Ayadi et al.,
2011).Another important feature proposed is the number of harmonics, caused by
nonlinear voice tract properties (Origlia et al., 2010).
Vast majority of speech emotion recognition researches tend to explore huge feature
sets up to a few thousand different features. This causes the “curse of dimensionality”
problem, when the dimension of feature set is too high to train classifiers properly
(because of the insufficient amount of training data). This problem can be solved by
enlarging speech data amount or reducing predefined feature sets (Origlia et al., 2010).
Feature set reduction methods can be classified into two groups: feature selection
methods and feature transform methods (Rong et al., 2009).
Feature selection methods allow to select feature subsets by choosing most effective
features or rejecting less significant ones. The most popular approaches are sequential
forward selection (Casale and Russo, 2007), sequential backward selection (Casale and
Russo, 2007), promising first selection (Dellaert et al., 1996), genetic algorithms (Origlia
et al., 2010), maximum relevance – minimum redundancy approach (Peng et al., 2005),
and others.
Using sequential forward selection procedure feature set is initialized with the most
efficient feature and is cyclically appended with a new one making more efficient feature
set. Sequential backward selection, on the contrary, reduces the dimension of initial set
by rejecting features to make the set more efficient. Considering the variety of proposed
features these procedures can cause a time consuming feature selection process as every
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possible variant of feature set should be evaluated in speech emotion identification
separately.
Promising first selection approach is based on individual efficiency of every feature.
Features are sorted in descending order by their efficiency and the feature set is formed
by choosing best features sequentially. The final feature set version is the one giving the
lowest classification error.
Maximum relevance – minimum redundancy approach selects features with
maximum relevance to analysed emotion class. Relevance is characterized by mutual
information between features (Peng et al., 2005; Giannoulis and Potamianos, 2012).
Genetic algorithms were proposed for generation and optimization of feature sets
also (Casale and Russo, 2007).
The main idea of feature transform methods is optimization of feature sets by
transforming dimensionality of feature sets. Various standard mathematical techniques
are used for feature transform – principal components analysis (Chiou and Chen, 2013),
linear discriminant analysis (You et al., 2006), multidimensional scaling (Rong et al.,
2009), Lipschitz spacing method (You et al., 2007), Fisher discriminant analysis (Zhang
et al., 2010), neural networks (Gharavian et al., 2012), decision trees (Rong et al., 2009).
The main weakness of feature transform approach is pure mathematical operation and
defiance of acoustical content of the features.

3. Classification schemes
Additional efficiency of speech emotion recognition can be obtained using different
classification schemes. Straightforward usage of conventional classifiers makes speech
emotion recognition process dependent on feature set. Unique organization of the
classification process can improve emotion recognition even for same feature sets. The
examples of such classification scheme can be parallel classification, various
hierarchical and multi-stage classification schemes. We will introduce a few proposed
classification schemes.
Enhanced co-training algorithm was proposed in order to increase emotions
recognitions accuracy during classification step (Liu et al., 2007). Two different feature
sets for two different classifiers were used for classification of the six emotions. First 20dimensional feature set included means, standard deviations, maximums and minimums
of fundamental frequency (F0), delta F0, log energy, first and second linear prediction
cepstral coefficients features and was used for SVM classifier training. Second feature
set included 12 mel-frequency cepstral coefficients and was used for HMM classifier
training. Training was repeated up to 18 times for both classifiers using the same
labelled data. Each classifier was fed with unlabeled training utterances. Utterances
which both classifiers labeled identically were assigned to temporal collection. Further
the temporal collection utterances were examined and added into labelled training
utterances set. Both trained classifiers were rebuilt and training was repeated up to
18 times again with both classifiers using the updated labelled training utterances. The
process is repeated until unlabeled training utterance set will become empty. Gender
information in this research was used too and female and male utterances were classified
separately. The obtained emotion recognition accuracy was 75,9 % for females and
80,9 % for males.
Fusion among different classifiers was also proposed for recognition improvement
(Zhang et al., 2010). Fusion principle was implemented by using queuing voting
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algorithm. Three kinds of classifiers with different feature set (obtained by using
promising first selection method) were used. Majority voting principle was extended
with confidence weights and the final decision on emotion is obtained considering these
weights.
Fusion approach requires individually efficient classifiers and feature sets as the
performance of a separate classifier affects efficiency of the whole scheme. Thus, this
fusion classification scheme also requires careful selection of classifiers and features.
Two-stage hierarchical classification scheme based on gender separation was
proposed in (Yoon and Park, 2011). During the first step all emotional speech utterances
are classified using gender specific pitch feature into three emotion groups: male (or
neutral), female (or anger), and unknown group (Fig. 1). The number and type of classes
is determined by range of pitch feature values. The goal of the second step is to classify
utterances of unknown group into two more classes: anger or male and neutral state or
female. The second step classification is performed using additional energy, cepstral, and
delta features. The total order of features in this scheme was 56 and was fairly low in
comparison with a few hundreds or even thousands in straightforward classification. The
average emotion recognition rate was 80,7 %.

Fig. 1. Two-step hierarchical classification of two emotions (Yoon and Park, 2011).

Another proposed hierarchical two-stage classification scheme (Xiao et al., 2009) is
given in Figure 2. During the first step all utterances are classified by arousal dimension
into active and not-active emotions (the last ones are classified into median and passive
emotions additionally). During the next stage every emotion group is classified into two
specific emotions. The active emotion group is classified into anger and gladness (joy),
median emotion group is classified into fear and neutral state, and passive group is
classified into sadness and boredom. Different feature sets and classifiers were used in
each classification stage. Overall feature set consisted of 68 features obtained using
sequential forward selection method. This scheme gave average recognition accuracy of
76,4 %.
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Fig. 2. Two-stage hierarchical classification scheme driven by dimensional emotion model (Xiao
et al., 2009).

The main idea of sub-system based hierarchical classification scheme (Giannoulis
and Potamianos, 2012) is emotion specific training (Fig. 3). Six emotions were analyzed:
anger, joy, sadness, fair, boredom and neutral. All these emotions were grouped into
15 emotion pairs (called sub-systems). Every sub-system is analyzed using particular
feature set for the emotion recognition. These feature sets were obtained from general
feature set of 112 different features applying sequential backward selection and
maximum relevance – minimum redundancy approaches. The overall emotion
recognition accuracy was 85,2 % in gender dependent experiment and 80,1 % in gender
independent case.

Fig. 3. Five sub-systems for recognizing “happiness”, denoted by the five lines connecting the
ovals (Giannoulis and Potamianos, 2012).
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Another hierarchical approach for emotion classification (Lugger et al., 2009) is
introduced in Figure 4. Six emotions (anger, happiness, anxiety, neutral, boredom,
sadness) were classified in three stages by using multiple Bayesian classifiers. 25
features from 333 were selected by using the sequential floating forward selection
algorithm. This classification scheme based on emotion model covering the
3 dimensions of emotion: activation, potency and evaluation. The patterns are classified
in binary mode (2 particular classes are separated in every step) using 3-dimensional
emotion model based features. Therefore the features in every classification level are
limited by this model. The first classification level is intended for separation of high
activation and low activation emotion classes. Low potency and high potency classes are
separated during the second classification stage. In the third stage all classes are
classified into separate emotions. This hierarchical scheme of emotion classification
gives classification rate of 59,7 % .

Fig. 4. Design of a 3-stage hierarchical combination classifier (Lugger et al., 2009).

The genetic algorithms were used for feature subset selection for multistyle
classification of emotional speech (Casale and Russo, 2007). Five feature subsets were
used for pairwise and multistyle classification. Feature subsets of 16 to 48 features were
analyzed for classification of four speaking styles: neutral, angry, loud and Lombard.
The highest classification performance of 82,74 % was obtained using multistyle
classification with 48 features.

4. Multi-level approach
In this paper we present multi-stage speech emotion classification scheme using
multi-level features. The main idea of this scheme is to perform classification of speech
emotions in step-by-step manner using different feature sets in every step.
Let us formulate three main presumptions on multi-stage classification of speech
emotions:
 Recognition of all emotions in one step is still a complicated process because of
overlapping acoustic, prosodic and other features of the emotions.
Classification problem can be simplified by reducing the number of analysed
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emotions at a time. This could be done by organizing emotion classification
process in stages with limited number of analysed emotions in every stage.
 Each emotion is characterized by its own acoustic and prosodic features. These
features for various emotions can be different or the same. Composing a feature
set by maximizing average classification rate for the entire set of the speech
emotions we cannot ensure the maximal classification accuracy for individual
emotion. This can be achieved by analysing every emotion (or a group of
emotions characterized by the same feature) separately.
 Emotions, depending on the selected feature or features set, can be classified
into various classes. The classes themselves can be decomposed to the lower
level classes and etc., until the single emotion class is obtained. For example,
classification by pitch frequency can give us high-pitch (happiness, anger) and
low-tone (neutral, sadness, boredom) emotions. Each of these classes can be
decomposed to separate emotion using duration, energy and other features as
classification feature.
In accordance with these assumptions the new multi-stage speech emotion
classification scheme was proposed. The visual generalization of the proposed scheme is
given in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. The generalized scheme of emotion classification using multi-level features

First of all we perform the first stage (we will call them classification level or level
simply) classification. The whole set of unknown speech emotion patterns are classified
(1)
(1)
(1)
into 𝑁 classes {𝐶1 , … , 𝐶N } using first level feature set 𝐹1 . This feature set should be
(1)
(1)
selected to maximize the accuracy of classification into {𝐶1 , … , 𝐶N }. On the second
(1)
(1)
level every class of the {𝐶1 , … , 𝐶N } is classified into lower level classes
(2)
(2)
(2)
{𝐶1 , … , 𝐶K } using its specific second level feature set 𝐹𝑘 , 𝑘 = 1, … , K. The
classification process is repeated as long as we get separated particular emotions. The
main idea of multi-level classification is to use specific and most powerful feature set in
every level for every class. Thus we can guarantee the appropriate feature set for every
classification level i.e. every emotion.
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The proposed classification uses so called multi-level feature set. Every partial
(𝑙)
feature set 𝐹𝑚 is applied for particular emotion or emotion group classification thus
organizing emotion classification into separate levels. The main principles of
classification using multi-level features are following:
 The classification is organized in separate levels. In order to identify emotions
or emotion groups, the particular feature or a set of these features is used in
every level. These features sets can be composed using aforementioned
sequential forward selection, sequential floating forward selection, sequential
backward selection,
maximum relevance – minimum redundancy
based
selection or any other feature selection technique.
In this paper we applied the maximal efficiency feature selection criterion
enabling us to employ features with the lowest classification error
(𝑙)

(𝑙)

𝐹𝑚 = {𝑎𝑟𝑔 min 𝐸(𝐹𝑗 ) } ,
𝑗

(𝑙)

𝑗 = 1, … , 𝐽.
(𝑙)

here 𝐸(𝐹𝑗 ) – classification error in the 𝑙-th level using 𝑗-th feature subset 𝐹𝑗 .
𝐽 denotes the total number of features in the 𝑙-th classification level.
(𝑙)
(𝑙)
Most efficient features 𝐹𝑗 are added to the feature set 𝐹𝑚 repeatedly. The
(𝑙)



expansion of feature set 𝐹𝑚 is stopped when the extended feature set does not
show any improvement in classification rate.
The set of features of the speech emotion recognition problem is formed as
(𝑙)
combination of all the employed subsets 𝐹𝑚 .
(𝑙)
𝐹 = {𝐹𝑚 },
𝑚 = 1, … , 𝑀; 𝑙 = 1, … 𝐿.
Here 𝑀 is the number of emotions classes in particular classification level, 𝐿 is
the number of classification levels.

In general, the set of emotions (or the set of classes derived from higher level class)
can be classified to any number of classes. The number of analysed classes (in one level)
and the number of classification levels are defined by the overall number of emotions
and the selected feature subsets. The simplest case of multi-level classification is the
classification into two classes (emotions).
Feature subsets can be heterogeneous – composed of various features (time, spectral,
cepstral, energy, voice quality and etc.). The user is free to choose any feature subsets
using predefined feature selection criterion.
The main advantage of our proposed multi-level feature organization is as follows.
Different level classification processes are independent from the feature viewpoint. Thus
we can optimize classification process of any selected emotion group without affecting
others.

5. Experimental research
The proposed multi-level classification scheme was experimentally tested in different
speech emotion recognition tasks. In this study we analysed 2 emotions (joy and anger),
3 emotions (joy, anger, and neutral states), and 4 emotions (joy, anger, neutral state, and
sadness) recognition cases.
Recordings of the freely accessible Berlin emotional speech database (Burkhardt et
al., 2005) were used for recognition experiments. To ensure homogenous experimental
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conditions the equal number of each emotion patterns was selected for classification. As
the number 60 is quite low for reliable classification estimation 3-fold testing
methodology was applied in this study. All the results in this paper are averaged results
of the 3-fold testing.
Considering the data amount we have chosen non-parametric k-Nearest neighbours
(kNN) classifier. As the classifier is not the goal of our investigation we will use the
same kNN classifier (𝑘 = 7) for all classification levels of our scheme. In general case
any type of classifier can be implemented in different levels.
We have decided to restrict our recognition experiment to a fundamental frequency
(F0) based features. Six groups of F0 features were analysed in our experiment (Eyben et
al., 2009):
 Smoothed static low-level and functional F0 features;
 1st order low-level and functional F0 delta features;
 2nd order low-level and functional F0 delta features;
 Envelope features of the smoothed F0 contour;
 1st order delta envelope features;
 2nd order delta envelope features.
Each group contained 39 distinct features: the absolute and the arithmetic means of
the F0 contour, positions of the minimal and maximal F0 values, various order statistical
moments and quartiles, and others. We understand, the set of these features is not
sufficient for reliable speech emotion recognition and they should be appended with
more various acoustical features. Even so, we think F0 based feature set will be
competent to illustrate the principle of the multi-level features and multi-level
classification of speech emotions.
For deeper understanding of multi-level classification and features let us elaborate
the case of 4 emotions recognition. The intermediate classes are determined by the
chosen feature set. For example, speech rate feature set will divide speech patterns into
high tempo and low tempo classes. Energy based feature set will give us high energy and
low energy classes. In our case using fundamental frequency based features all emotions
can be divided into low-pitch (sadness, neutral state) and high-pitch (anger and joy)
classes. Thus the first level of classification will be based on highness of fundamental
frequency and will result in two emotion classes: low-pitch and high-pitch. On the next
level these two classes can be classified into 4 above mentioned emotions. Thus, we will
have two-level classification and two-level features (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Organization of 4 emotion recognition process
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In case of 3 emotions (joy, anger, and neutral state) task we will have two-level
classification also. The low-pitch class should contain neutral state patterns only so the
(2)
second level will contain only one classification process using feature set 𝐹2 (Fig. 6).
In case of 2 emotions (joy and anger) multi-level classification scheme becomes a
simple classification of 2 emotions and the principle of multi-level features disappears.
In order to define the most efficient features for separate classification levels we
carried out experimental testing of separate F0 features firstly. Each of 234 features was
individually tested in 2 emotions, 3 emotions, and 4 emotions classification tasks –
(𝑙)
702 classification tests were carried out totally. The feature set 𝐹𝑚 was initialized with
the most efficient feature and expanded recurrently using next most efficient features.
The expansion of the feature set is stopped when the classification error using this set
achieves minimal value. Table 1 presents all the formed feature subsets.
Table 1. Selected feature sets
Classification
task
2 emotions

Level
1st level

Feature
subset
(1)

𝐹1

2nd level

−

1st level

(1)
𝐹1
(2)

3 emotions
2nd level

1st level

𝐹1 *

F0env_sma_iqr1-3
−
F0env_sma_variance
−

(2)

F0env_sma_iqr1-3

(1)
𝐹1

F0_sma_de_de_iqr1-3, F0_sma_iqr2-3,
F0_sma_quartile3, F0_sma_iqr1-3, F0_sma_qregc2,
F0env_sma_de_de_quartile1,
F0env_sma_de_de_iqr1-2, F0_sma_de_nzabsmean.

(2)
𝐹1 *

F0_sma_peakMeanMeanDist,
F0_sma_de_de_meanPeakDist, F0_sma_qregc1,
F0_sma_de_nzgmean, F0_sma_meanPeakDist,
F0_sma_de_nzabsmean, F0env_sma_de_de_qregc2,
F0_sma_peakMean, F0env_sma_maxPos.

𝐹2 **

4 emotions
2nd level

Features

(2)

𝐹2 **

F0env_sma_iqr1-3

* for classification of neutral state and sadness;
** for classification of joy and anger.

We can see that most efficient feature subsets are different for high-pitch and lowpitch emotions. Besides, feature sets for different tasks differ too (for example, 1st level
feature subsets for three emotions and four emotions tasks differ significantly). Hence
our presumption about specific acoustic features for the particular emotion group was
correct.
In case of two emotions task there is only one classification level, thus the 2nd level
(2)
and the 2nd level feature subset 𝐹2 are absent. In this case the goal of classification is
to separate joy and anger.
Separate results of the first and the second classifications levels are given in Tables 2
and 3.
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Table 2. First level classification results
Classification rate
Classification task

Low-pitch
emotions

High-pitch
emotions

Average

2 emotions

−

−

−

3 emotions

81,7 %

87,5 %

84,6 %

4 emotions

74,2 %

85,8 %

80 %

In case of two emotions task the average classification rate was 65,8 % (60 % rate for
anger and 71,7 % rate for joy). The rate is quite satisfactory considering the 1st order
feature set (see Table 1, please) and complexity of the task (acoustical properties of joy
and anger overlap in fundamental frequency domain heavily). In general, classification
rate decreases with the growing number of analysed emotions.
Table 3. Second level classification results
Classification
task

Classification rate
Neutral

Sadness

Anger

Joy

Average

3 emotions

100 %

−

55,2 %

73,1 %

76,1 %

4 emotions

86,9 %

81 %

56,9 %

73,2 %

74,5 %

Table 3 shows 100 % classification rate in case of 3 emotions task. This value should
be interpreted as absence of classification. The entire low-pitch emotion group was
labelled as neutral state. Again, in all cases separation of anger and joy was the most
complicated part of the task.
Analysing classification results (Tables 1, 2, and 3) we can notice that most efficient
feature sets include static, first (the feature title includes suffix de) and second (the
feature title include suffix de_de) order delta features. For example, delta features
dominate in sets for 4 emotions classification task. Thus delta features are very important
for accurate speech emotion classification.
Having first and second level feature subsets we can implement multi-level
recognition of speech emotions. Table 4 gives averaged results of the entire speech
emotion recognition process.
As we can see average speech emotion recognition rates vary from 65,8 % (for two
emotions) to 59,6 % (in four emotions case). Results are satisfactory considering the
feature set order. We obtained 1st, 2nd, and 16th order features for two, three, and four
emotions recognition tasks respectively. These values are extremely low in comparison
with widely published speech emotion recognition results therefore we can denote our
proposed multi-level features as low-order.
Table 4. Speech emotion recognition results
Recognition task

Recognition rate
Neutral

Sadness

Anger

Joy

Average

2 emotions

−

−

60 %

71,7 %

65,8 %

3 emotions

80 %

−

48,3 %

66,7 %

65 %

4 emotions

55 %

68,3 %

50 %

65 %

59,6 %
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Obtained average recognition results are lower in comparison with above given
alternative classification scheme results (59,7–85,2 %). This could be explained with
lower order of multi-level feature sets, different number of emotions and with restricted
feature space in our experiment. In aim to increase obtained recognition rate the used F0
feature sets should be extended with more various features. This would give order
feature sets and definitely higher classification.
For comparison purposes the proposed multi-level features were compared with
various feature sets. Usually feature sets are composed by joining various features. Often
these features are chosen without any selection procedure thus giving high order sets.
These feature sets as the rule are used for straight classification schemes, where all
utterances are classified into emotions in one step. To imitate this feature set
composition and classification techniques in this study we tested the feature set 𝐹234
including all 234 features (used in above experiments) and the set 𝐹B including all the
features used in multi-level scheme. Recognition was performed under the same
circumstances: the same speech data partition and the same kNN classifier were used.
Averaged recognition results using these feature sets are presented in Figure 7.

Fig. 7. Averaged speech emotion results for different feature sets

We can see that multi-level organization of classification (feature set 𝐹) gave higher
speech emotion recognition rate in comparison with straight classification scheme using
conventional feature sets (𝐹B and 𝐹234 ). Superiority of multi-level feature organization
ran from 6,3 % (in 4 emotions classification task) up to 25,6 % (3 emotion case). The
main reason for this is application of specific acoustic features for particular emotion (or
emotion group) classification in multi-level scheme. Results of feature sets F and FB for
two emotions recognition coincided because multi-level classification becomes identical
to straight classification scheme in this case.
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Superiority of feature set 𝐹 against 𝐹B by 6,3–11,7 % shows the superiority of multilevel classification scheme against straightforward classification as the features in these
sets were the same. Superiority of feature set 𝐹 against 𝐹234 by 23,8–25,6 % proves the
superiority of multi-level features. Low-order multi-level features enable us to recognize
speech emotions more accurately than 234th order feature set. Besides, in case of feature
set 𝐹234 we have got the lowest recognition rate. This proves the necessity of feature
selection process as the full set of features cannot give high classification accuracy.

6. Conclusions
The multi-level organization of features was proposed for speech emotion recognition.
The main idea is to organize speech emotion recognition in levels, where every level of
classification uses specific features for particular emotion group. The advantage of
multi-level organization is independent feature subsets for emotion groups. This enables
us to maximize classification rate of any selected emotion group without affecting
another.
The proposed classification scheme and feature sets were applied for two emotions,
three emotions, and four emotions recognition tasks and were compared with
conventional feature combination techniques. Multi-level classification scheme enabled
us to increase speech emotion recognition rate by 6,3–25,6 % in comparison with
straightforward classification and conventional feature combination schemes. We
obtained low-level 1st, 2nd, and 16th order features for two, three, and four emotions
recognition tasks respectively.
With reference to obtained experimental results we state:
 Multi-level feature organization enables us to apply specific features for
particular emotion thus improving recognition rate of separate emotions without
affecting other ones.
 Multi-level organization of classification and features improves speech emotion
recognition rate in comparison with straight organization of recognition
process.
 Multi-level organization of features gives lower order feature sets in
comparison with conventional feature combination techniques without
selection. The combination of feature sets without selection is inexpedient.
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